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Abstract—Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) systems
suitable for IoT have been widely deployed. However, col-
lisions and interferences become a severe problem in high-
density networks. This paper applies the Asynchronous
Pulse Code Multiple Access (APCMA) communication
scheme to a massive IoT environment. APCMA uses
pulses for data transmissions and is effective for high-
density wireless environments. We have designed a CSS-
APCMA that satisfies the Japanese regulation standard
ARIB STD-T108 and evaluated the performance of simul-
taneous communications with up to 500 transmitters by ex-
periments in an actual environment. Our experimental re-
sults show that the proposed system has a high performance
even in a high-density environment.

1. Introduction

In 6G, it is expected that IoT devices will be deployed at
a density of 107 per km2 [1]. In such a high-density envi-
ronment, also called Massive IoT, collisions of transmitted
messages are a serious problem. In IoT implementations
of LPWA networks, like the well-known LoRa [2] and Sig-
fox [3] schemes, these problems are especially prominent,
since these schemes use ALOHA for the medium access
layer. To solve this problem, Asynchronous Pulse Code
Multiple Access (APCMA) was proposed in [4]. APCMA
is a protocol that encodes messages by trains of pulses in a
way such they can be decoded correctly with a high proba-
bility even when there are collisions. APCMA is discussed
in detail in [4, 5, 6, 7]. In [5, 6] it is shown that APCMA
outperforms Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and
ALOHA in Massive IoT environments. In [7] the effec-
tiveness of APCMA was shown by experiments using 100
Transmitters.

In this paper, we implement 500 transmitters and eval-
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uate the performance of APCMA in a high-density envi-
ronment. To improve receiver sensitivity, we use chirp
spread spectrum (CSS)-APCMA proposed in [8]. CSS is
one of the spectrum spreading techniques using a chirp sig-
nal whose frequency increases linearly with time, and it
is also used for LoRa. CSS-APCMA uses CSS to encode
APCMA pulses. In order to communicate in the 920MHz
band used in LPWA systems, we have designed and imple-
mented CSS-APCMA to meet the Japanese wireless stan-
dard specified in ARIB STD-T108 [9].

2. APCMA

APCMA is a protocol that shares ideas with Communi-
cation Through Silence (CtS) [10] and encodes informa-
tion as pulse time intervals. On the other hand, unlike
CtS, APCMA has the feature that it can be decoded even
if messages collide. Fig. 1 shows an APCMA system.
The transmitter encodes a message using a set of code-
words composed of 4 pulses shown in Fig. 2. There is a
trade-off in the number of codewords N in a set. Increas-
ing N increases the amount of information that can be sent
by one codeword, but the length C of the codeword then
becomes longer. In APCMA, each transmitter sends code-
words without synchronization, and, since no scheduling
of transmissions take place, collisions may occur. In the
decoding process, a receiver refers to the received pulse
train and the set of codewords. searching for a pattern of
pulses that matches a codeword. If it finds a matching code-
word, the corresponding message is decoded. APCMA is
designed to provide redundancy in codewords, in a way
such that decoding can be achieved with a high probabil-
ity even if multiple codewords collide, as shown in Fig. 1.

The design of codewords is important because it greatly
affects the performance of APCMA. Fig. 3 shows an
APCMA codeword when m pulses are used. The func-
tions f1(x) to f(m− 2)(x) are called encoding functions and
they are uniquely determined by x. Here, x is the value of
the message to be sent, and ∆p is the pulse width. Codes
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are designed such that correlations between codewords are
minimized [4]; this makes a message robust against false
detection when a collision occurs. Depending on the num-
ber of pulses per codeword and the way pulses are modu-
lated, the robustness of codewords against false detections
in communication will change.

Figure 1: APCMA communication system

Figure 2: Example of APCMA codeword set

Figure 3: Format of APCMA codeword

3. Design and Implementaion

ARIB-STD T108 is a Japanese radio standard for the
920MHz band used by schemes such as LoRa and Sig-
fox. In order to meet the standard, we have designed an
APCMA pulse code such that the duty cycle of transmis-
sion time is less than 0.1%. Since a code word becomes
too long if it encodes a large value, it is necessary to di-
vide it into multiple frames of shorter lengths [5]. In this
paper a message is divided into two frames: the address is
encoded in the first frame and the data is encoded in the
second frame. The last pulse of the first frame and the first
pulse of the second frame are shared, and if all frames are
valid codewords, they are considered as having been de-
coded without false detections.

Table 1: Experimental Parameters

Parameter Value
Antenna power 1mW

Center Frequency 922.8∼927.6MHz
Band width 125kHz∼1MHz

The number of codewords N 64∼4096
Pulse width ∆p 128∼8192us

Fig. 4 shows the implemented transmitter. The trans-
mitter consists of a TILMX2491 synthesizer and an MCU.
The MCU controls the pulse time interval and tells the
TILMX2491 synthesizer when to send the pulse.It gen-
erates and sends either a single frequency pulse (Con-
stant Wave; CW) or a chirp pulse. The transmitter is de-
signed with appropriate APCMA codewords according to
the wireless parameters in Table 1, and certified by the
Telecom Engineering Center (TELEC). Fig. 5 shows the
transmitter signal when the number of pulses is 4 per frame,
there are two frames, a pulse is a chirp with a linearly in-
creasing frequency, the number of codewords N is 64, and
the pulse width ∆p is 512us.

Figure 4: Implemented transmitter
　 Left 1 transmitter enlarged, right 500 transmitters
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Figure 5: Transmitter signal
(Vertical axis: time, Horizontal axis: frequency[kHz])

Fig. 6 shows the receiver, implemented by a USRPx310
connected to a PC (GNU Radio, software written in C).
USRP samples the received signal as a pair of real and
imaginary parts. Then, using Gnuradio, it multiply the re-
sult by a down chirp signal to detect a chirp pulse signal.
Finally, the software decodes the APCMA codeword and
outputs the message.

Figure 6: Implemented receiver
Left USRPX310, right PC

4. Experiment

In APCMA, the receiver can decode even if multiple
messages collide, but in a high-density environment, mis-
detection of messages may occur. Fig. 7 shows an example
of misdetection in which an invalid pattern is accidentally
generated and decoded as valid when two messages over-
lap to cause ambiguities. In this case, the receiver decodes
three messages, two correct messages, and a message that
has not been sent. Such a misdetected message is called a
ghost message.

Figure 7: Misdetection

For evaluation, the messages are classified into three cat-
egories. md are messages decoded by the receiver, mr are
proper messages sent from the transmitter, and mg are ghost
messages. Therefore, md ⊃ mr, md ⊃ mg and mr ∩ mg = ∅.
From these messages, we define the communication suc-
cess probability as Eq. (1).

S uccessProbability = 1 −
mg

md
(1)

Since each transmitter sends a message in each transmis-
sion cycle IT , the total transmission rate can be defined
as in Eq. (2) with the number of codewords being N and
the number of transmitters being n. Therefore, increasing
the total transmission rate increases the duty ratio of each
transmitter, resulting in heavy traffic.

Totaltransmissionrate = n × 2 × log2(N)
IT

(2)

In this paper, the center frequency of the transmitter is
922.0MHz, the Spreading Factor of the chirp pulse used
for modulation is 7, the pulse width ∆p is 512us, and the
number of transmitters n is 500. Each transmitter in the
rack in Fig.4 sends a message, after which the receiver at
a distance of 1.9m receives the messages. To analyze the
number of received messages with valid values, we set the
transmitter address to a value in the range from 1 to 500, so
that the validity of messages from each transmitter individ-
ually can be counted.

4.1. Communication verification

Fig. 8 shows the decoding process when N = 4096, each
codeword has 5 pulses, the message length is 13.5s, and
total transmission rate is 100bps. The horizontal axis indi-
cates time, and the vertical axis indicates the address part
of the received message. As shown in Fig. 8 simultaneous
communication with 500 units was verified. Also, since it
is decoded at intervals shorter than the message length, it
can be confirmed that it can be decoded even if the mes-
sages collide. On the other hand, since invalid messages
with addresses higher than 500 were decoded, it was also
confirmed that ghost messages occurred.

Figure 8: Communication verification
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4.2. Performance evaluation

Fig. 9 shows the success probability of the code when
the number of codewords N is 2048 or 4096, and the num-
ber of pulses is 5 or 4. The message length is 13.5s for
5 pulses and N = 4096, 7.2s for 5 pulses and N = 2048,
9.1s for 4 pulses and N = 4096, and 4.9s for 4 pulses and
N = 2048. As the total transmission rate increases, the
transmission cycle IT decreases according to Eq. (2), so
the duty ratio increases, and the probability of message col-
lision increases. Therefore, as the total transmission rate in-
creases, the communication success probability decreases.
In any code design, increasing the total transmission rate
makes the network traffic denser and decreases the suc-
cess probability. Among them, in the case of 5 pulses and
N = 2048, the success probability was suppressed to 0.89
with a bit rate of 100bps. It was confirmed that increasing
the number of pulses in a codeword makes it more robust
to misdetection. This is a more sparse codeword for larger
N, so the chances of a ghost message are reduced. How-
ever, increasing N increases the length of the message and
increases the likelihood of collisions from different trans-
mitters. Since this latter influence is more dominant than
the former, it is considered that the result is as shown in
Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Success Probability

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we implemented 500 transmitters and 1
receiver that satisfied the ARIB-STD T108 standard and
we succeeded in simultaneous communication originating
with 500 transmitters. We also evaluated the performance
of APCMA in a high-density environment using the trans-
mitters and one receiver. As a result, it was confirmed
that with a number of codewords N equalling 4096 with
5-pulse codewords a high communication success rate is
maintained even in a high-density environment.
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